Nonlinear Inversion MR Elastography with Low Frequency Actuation.
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) has been developed to noninvasively reconstruct mechanical properties for tissue and tissue-like materials over a frequency range of 10∼200 Hz. In this work, low frequency (1∼1.5 Hz) MRE activations were employed to estimate mechanical property distributions of simulated data and experimental phantoms. Nonlinear inversion (NLI) MRE algorithms based on viscoelastic and poroelastic material models were used to solve the inverse problems and recover images of the shear modulus and hydraulic conductivity. Data from a simulated phantom containing an inclusion with property contrast was carried out to study the feasibility of our low frequency actuated approach. To verify the stability of NLI algorithms for low frequency actuation, different levels of synthetic noise were added to the displacement data. Spatial distributions and property values were recovered well for noise level less than 5%. For the presented experimental phantom reconstructions with regularizations, the computed storage moduli from viscoelastic and poroelastic MRE gave similar results. Contrast was detected between inclusions and background in recovered hydraulic conductivity images. Results and findings confirm the feasibility of future in vivo neuroimaging examinations using natural cerebrovascular pulsations at cardiac frequencies, which can eliminate specialized equipment for high frequency actuation.